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PARANEOPLASTIC SYNDROMES- PNS

• Clinical syndromes due directly to systemic effects caused by tumours and unrelated to

their invasiveness or metastases

• PNS are  important because non –recognition leads to missed, delayed or wrong diagnosis

• PNS have been recognized since the late ‘40s and  are now  estimated to occur in 8-15% of cancer

patients 

• They are among th the  most  interesting and protean  of cancers – leading to unique clinical

syndromes and yet are largely neglegted or forgotten

• This is due both  a) to a lack  of  knowledge about clinico-pathological correlation 

or

b) neglect because of disinterest by many pathologists * in clinically 

orientated  problems

• PNS can occur a) concurrently; b) before tumour diagnosis or c) even after tumour resected

• It is in the last two situations that it is particularly important to consider a PNS and   to be aware 

that many syndromes can be clinically similar to non-neoplastic diseases such as the many diseases su

characterised by hypercalcaemia 

•* NB Pathologists are Clinicians



PNS Continued 

• The PNS associated tumours PNS fall mainly into 2 groups: 

1 Endocrine and neuroendocrine tumours due to secretion of hormones, pro-hormone, 

functionally active peptides

or 

2 Tumours which operate mainly through immunological and autoimmune mechanisms 

• The tumours-especiallyendocrine and neuroendocrine – may be benign as in thymomas*,  

malignant as in small cell carcinomas of lung, or benign or malignant as in pancreatic tumours

• Many organ systems are affected – these include endocrine, gastrointestinal, neuromuscular, 

mucocutaneous, metabolic, renal, haematological, and rhematic - some of which diseases are  only 

later followed by the development of a tumour associated with a PNS

• Examples of tumours causing PNS due to secretion  hormones or functionally active peptides are:

a. those where normal secretions by differentiated cells continue in a manner  independent of 

normal regulatory processes, eg. serotonin by carcinoid tumours

b. ectopic hormone secretions in which the hormone-producing cell’s machinery has been co-

opted to produce another hormone, eg.small cell carcinoma of the lung secreting ACTH

* The thymus is a unique organ with dual endocrine and immunological functions

Many cell types of different organ systems are found within it and many different types of tumour

can arise in it - of which the most common is thr epithelial thymoma. Henry K, 1992



PNS continued 

• PNS relating to to tumours operating through cytokines and immunoregulatory or auto 

immune mechanisms result from the production of anti-tumour specific antibodies 

(Abs) called onconeural antibodies

• Because of the shared tissue antigens (Ags) and the onconeural specific AgT-cells, tissue 

components- as in the nervous system- are inadvertently attacked

• The resulting syndromes can involve the CNS  or affect the neuromuscular junction eg. 

Tumours such as small cell  ca. lung, neuroblastoma, lymphomas and thymomas  

• Remission of symptoms is usually followed by removal of  secretory tumours  but

not always by resection of tumour causing PNS via immunologic mechanisms

• Recent years  has seen considerable medical advances in these fields leading to improved      

understanding of the pathogenesis of PNS and increasing recognition of new PNS 

entities   - as, for example in many PNS related to lymphoma

• It is foreseen that many more PNS will emerge

• There has also been improved diagnosis and treatment



Take home message

Early recognition of a paraneoplastic  syndrome by clinicians –

including pathologists- is of  paramount importance since it 

will  lead to earlier  diagnosis of the tumour with improved 

therapy and prognosis and avoid misdiagnoses
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Kristin Henry Case 1

Clinical data: 2 ½ year old female infant 

Acute onset diarrhoea on return to USA following visit to the UK

Initially diagnosed as travellers diarrhoea

All stool cultures negative for infectious agents

Diarrhoea continued; diagnosis now thought to be coeliac disease 

as father Irish

UK consultant histopathologist contacted: considered coeliac 

disease impossible because of watery nature of odourless diarrhoea

However, in USA, small intestinal biopsies performed and 

child put on gluten free diet



EBER

SI biopsies; no morphological evidence of coeliac disease

Relevant Abs and molecular profile tested - all were -ve 

Diagnosis now was of some type of  food intolerance

child put on selected diet. no response to dietery regime

Abdominal ultrasound reported as negative 

Now 3 months of  intractable diarrhoea

Child diagnosed as suffering from ‘todler’s diarrhoea’ 

Parents reassured and told ‘she would grow out of it’

UK consultant not satisfied as diarrhoea had still not been identified

as watery as apposed to osmotic; advised referral to specialist

Paediatric Unit:

SI biopsies reviewed. 

Plasma cells considered to be  increased in number 



Diarrhoea now provisionally diagnosed in US Paediatric  

Centre as due to with  autoimmune paediatric enteropathy

UK Histopatholoist not satisfied  

Asked if loss of weight – mother not sure 

Therefore requested to take photographs

Lateral view showed clearly evidence of  weight loss 

and a grossly distended abdomen

Also told child unwell 



Fig. 1



UK consultant on questioning also established

that diarrhoea worse after food and lessened but

continued at night

Thus because of watery nature of diarrhoea, child unwell

with loss of weigh,  UK Consultant considered underlying

tumour the most likely diagnosis  such as a VIPoma 

Urged parents to insist on an  MRI   ASAP



P53

MRI showed an 6.1 cm encapsulated tumour in left adrenal gland

Vasoactive intestinal polypeptide level -↑++  off top end of scale!

Surgery performed within 2 days when potassium level corrcted

Left adrenal  with 8.2 cm encapsulated  tumour resected+

and  4 enlarged paraaortic lymph nodes biopsied

Diarrhoea ceased immediatiately following surgery

Abd. Ultrasound reviewed  - now reported as false –ve  

due to gas ++

US Histopath. report: neuroblastoma - differentiating subtype                                                                   

Mitotic Karyorrhectic Index (MKI) low 

Schwann cell tissue > 50%

1/2  left para aortic lymph nodes - metastatic tumour



Fig.2 Adrenal tumour
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Fig.3 Lymph node metastasis



EBER

Further investigations and progress 

Chest Xray normal

BMA & BMTB  - no evidence of neuroblastoma

Molecular analysis/ biomarkers
LOH:  –ve for chromosomes  1p36, 11q23 

MYCN oncogene amplification -ve                

aneuploid (near triploid) tumour cells, DNA index 1.53                                           

Neuroblastoma differentiated   - favourable histology

Path staging - Stage 2B’ ; Internat. Neuroblastoma pT2N1Mx

Therefore no chemotherapy indicated; only careful follow up 

and monitoring for VIP



Final Diagnosis

Watery diarroea PNS (WDHA Syndrome)
due to VIP secreting neuroblastoma – differentiated  

(Vipoma)

Child now 6 yrs 10 months; remains well

Just short of 5 year all clear



DISCUSSION

Chonic diarrhoes not uncommon in children 1-5 yrs. Causes fall into 4 main

groups:   osmotic, secretory, dysmotility-associated and inflammatory

Thus very important to to define type of diarrhoea – especially to establish if

osmotic or cecretory  as shown below 



MUM1

• Diarrhoea must always be defined and separated into either osmotic or 

secretory as determined by raised sodium stool sodium content

• Diarrhoea due to coeliac disease and other food intolerances is osmotic

• Persistent watery diarrhoea SDHA syndrome occurs in about 1% of 

ganglioneuromas and neuroblastomas in the young paediatric age group due          

to VIP secretion by differentiation with ganglion cells (neuroblastoma –

differentiated)

The neuroblastoma group of tumours are the most common solid extracranial

tumours in 1-3 year olds

• Paediatricians should be aware that ‘Watery Diarrhoea PNS’ → VIP occurs

in  ganglioneuromas (benign) & neuroblastomas –differentiating (malignant)

so that tumour identified early following presentation and  resected before

spread of neuroblastomas - especially hematologic →  BM 
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